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Abstract

Cloud HPC strategies and performance for FEM

Joel Törmä

High precision results for large 
scientific problems often require 
immense computational power, an 
investment which can be expensive and 
hard to access. Therefore companies 
are looking to the cloud, where 
providers are offering highly scalable 
on-demand computing power, virtual 
machines, over the internet. An 
example of this is the Amazon Elastic 
Compute Cloud (EC2), a service 
providing virtual machines, instead of 
direct access to physical computers. 
This enables a more efficient 
utilization of computer resources, 
resulting in affordable and 
effectively unlimited on-demand 
computing power. The downside with the 
cloud resources is heterogeneous and 
sub-optimal (due to sharing physical 
resources and virtualization overhead) 
performance. The findings show that 
the performance degradation of virtual 
machines differs depending on how much 
the resources are being shared with 
other users. 13-42% degradation for 
virtual machines are observed using a 
non-production grade system with the 
virtualization layer based on a non-
optimized version of KVM hypervisor 
with resource overcommit. Running 
finite element method, FEM, 
simulations with COMSOL Multiphysics, 
a commercial FEM simulation software, 
on Amazon EC2 proved successful for 
large simulations, where the runtime 
for test problems is reduced using up 
to 16 virtual machines.
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Populärvetenskaplig Sammanfattning

Cloud är ett nytt begrepp som vuxit fram på senare tid och innebär en ny typ
tjänster som kan levereras via internet. En möjlighet med cloud är att det är
möjligt hyra resurser via internet för att göra tunga beräkningar, i form av
kluster av virtuella maskiner. Detta ger ett alternativ till att införska�a egen
hårdvara som kan visa sig vara dyrt, speciellt om man väldigt sällan stöter
på stora problem som kräver tillgång till stora kluster av beräkningskraft.

Cloud ger möjlighet till att snabbt, enkelt och billigt få tag i virtuella
maskiner, men nackdelen med dessa maskiner är att man är osäker på hur
mycket av underliggande hårdvaran som delas med andra användare och
dett ger en osäkerhet i vad det är för prestanda på de beräkningsresurser
man hyr. Ett exempel på en tjänst som hyr ut virtuella kluster är Amazon
Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) som är en del av Amazon Web Ser-
vices. Amazon EC2 har ett stort utbud av olika typer av virtuella maskiner,
beroende på vad man är ute efter för ändamål.

I den här uppsatsen visas hur det kan skilja sig åt i prestanda när man
använder sig av virtuella maskiner som delar hårdvara med andra virtuella
maskiner, virtuella maskiner som körs ensam på underliggande hårdvara
och traditionell hårdvara utan något virtualiseringslager på SNIC Science
Cloud, SCC (Uppsala Multidisciplinary Center for Advanced Computational
Science cloud) och hur väl det fungerar att köra stora �nita elementmetod-
simuleringar med COMSOL Multiphysics på Amazon EC2.
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List of abbreviations

VM - Virtual machine.
HPC - High performance computing.
FEM - Finite element method.
SSC - SNIC Science Cloud.
Amazon EC2 - Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud.
UPPMAX - Uppsala Multidisciplinary Center for Advanced Computa-
tional Science.
DOF - Degrees of freedom.
CPU - Processors.
vCPU - Virtual processor.
PDE - Partial di�erential equation.
EP - Embarrassingly parallel.
DD - Domain decomposition.

1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose

For certain classes of scienti�c and technical computing immense computa-
tional power is often required for high precision results for large problems, an
investment which can be expensive and not possible for everyone to access.
A solution for this can be looking at cloud computing, a model for provid-
ing applications and con�gurable hardware resources over the internet. The
cloud can o�er easily accessible, scalable, and a�ordable gigantic compute
power, a power that for these classes may lead to a step change in model
and analysis complexity compared to what is feasible with dedicated clusters
and similar networked solutions.

One such scienti�c computing class is �nite element method, FEM, sim-
ulations. Parallelization for the FEM has been a hot topic for decades and
a vast amount of scienti�c developments has been accomplished for base
solutions like system of equations and eigenvalue extraction, and with de-
manding industrial applications. One here encounters both embarrassingly
parallel (EP) solution needs and more involved ones like domain decompo-
sition (DD) techniques.

This thesis focuses on testing how well the commercial software for multi-
physics FEM simulations, COMSOL Multiphysics[1], can be run on a cloud,
and also to compare the performance using dedicated clusters and cloud re-
sources when solving Laplace equation with an open source FEM library,
Deal.II[2].
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Figure 1: Diagram over virtualization. Several separated operating systems
can be run simultaneously using the same set of hardware. Picture taken
from [3]

1.2 Background

The cloud o�ers customers virtual machines, instead of assigning them a di-
rect access to physical computers. This enables a more e�cient utilization of
the computer resources from a provider perspective, since the same hardware
can be rented to many customers simultaneously. The downside is that it
may result in an unpredictable performance, since it depends on how many
others are using virtual machines on the same computer. To know how much
cloud resources are needed for the problem and to have an e�ective use of
the resources it isimportant to conduct research on how the performance loss
for di�erent types of cloud hardware and application pro�les.

The concept of virtualization is that it makes it possible to run several
operating systems on one machine. The virtualization software, or virtual-
ization layer, acts as a middleman between the real hardware and the virtual
machine. There exists several options for running a virtual machine, some of
which are free, such as Oracle VirtualBox1. The virtualization layer emulates
a full discrete set of hardware, together with BIOS and other peripherals,
and the operating system does not know it is running in a virtualized en-
vironment. When setting up the virtualization environment, it is possible
to assign how much of the real hardware should be assigned to the virtual
machine. So it is possible to only assign a portion of the host system's
resources to the virtualized hardware. It important to note that this vir-
tualization layer/hardware emulation infers a virtualization overhead which
impacts performance in a negative way, this is a static overhead, which is
constant.

Due to the fact that many virtual machines can be run on the same
hardware simultaneously, it has to share the resources. For example, if one
has a host machine with 4 CPUs, and starts up 2 virtual machines and

1https://www.virtualbox.org/
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Figure 2: CPU Sharing on AWS (m1.large etc. are di�erent tiers of AWS
instance types). A jump in a line represents that the CPU has been lended
to another virtual machine running on the same hardware. Figure taken
from [4]

sets the virtualization layer to assign each virtual machine 4 virtual CPUs
(vCPU), we will have in total 8 vCPUs, but only 4 physical CPU. This causes
the virtualization layer to have to switch computations between the two
machines, then the vCPUs essentially becomes a series of time slots on the
logical processors. Figure 2 demonstrates how this can a�ect performance.

So in summary, the pros of cloud computing are cheap and e�ectively
unlimited on-demand computing power, and the cons are heterogeneous and
sub-optimal (due to virtualization overhead) performance.

1.3 Scope

The thesis covers a short introduction to cloud computing and virtual ma-
chines; introduction to parallelization and the �nite element method; test
problems and software implementation; description of the cloud environ-
ments used.

Performance comparisons between dedicated cluster and cloud resources
are done in Deal.II, solving Laplace equation and examining the di�erent
solution components, using resources from Uppsala Multidisciplinary Center
for Advanced Computational Science, UPPMAX2, (same type of infrastruc-

2http://www.uppmax.uu.se/
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ture for dedicated cluster and cloud resources). For testing the parallel per-
formance and scalability of COMSOL Multiphysics, noise vibration analysis
of a power transformer model is simulated using virtual machines from the
public cloud Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud, Amazon EC23.

3https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
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2 Cloud computing

Armbrust et al. [5] de�nes cloud computing to refer to both the applications
delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware and systems software
in the data-centres that provide those services. The services themselves
have long been referred to as Software as a Service (SaaS). The data-center
hardware and software is what it is called a cloud. When a cloud is made
available in a pay-as-you-go manner to the general public, we call it a public
cloud. From a hardware point of view, Armbrust et al. [5] identi�es three
aspects which characterize cloud computing.

1. The illusion of in�nite computing resources available on demand, thereby
eliminating the need for cloud computing users to plan far ahead for
provisioning.

2. The elimination of an up-front commitment by cloud users, thereby
allowing companies to start small and increase hardware resources only
when there is an increase in their needs.

3. The ability to pay for use of computing resources on a short-term
basis as needed (e.g., processors by the hour and storage by the day)
and release them as needed, thereby rewarding conservation by letting
machines and storage go when they are no longer useful.

Another possibility with virtual machines on the cloud is that the entire
operating system and all of its applications are not bound to a physical
computer but can be transferred from one computer to another. This is
called live migration and it reduces the risk of crashes and the maintenance
of the resources can be done without the users noticing.

2.1 Parallelization

Parallelizing a serial software will allow the user to obtain the same results in
less time and might reduce the RAM requirements for each machine since the
problem can be split up between them. Achieving this requires an analysis
of the program to �nd portions of the work that can be done concurrently
and independent of each other.

The performance bottlenecks when running parallel programs on compu-
tational resources depend on many interrelated factors. How well the parallel
algorithm works together with the computing resources sets the upper bound
on achievable speedup. To optimize the parallel algorithms on the compu-
tational resources it might therefore be necessary to use application pro�le
software such as Score-p4, Scalasca5, etc. to understand where the algorithm
gets stuck and unnecessary waiting time occurs.

4http://www.vi-hps.org/projects/score-p/
5http://scalasca.org/
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Shared memory parallelization refers to dividing the work onto multiple
workers (cores, threads, etc.) within one machine, which means that the
workers share the memory space and that it is possible to achieve a speedup
for the solution but the memory requirements for the problem are the same or
higher and it doesn't allow for solving bigger problems. Distributed memory
parallelization is when the work is divided onto multiple machines which
results in a higher amount of total memory available and the possibility to
both achieve speedup and to solve larger problems. Hybrid parallelization
is when both shared memory and distributed memory parallelization are
utilized.

2.2 Performance metric

Speedup, S(p), is a relative metric often used when describing the perfor-
mance for parallel systems. Speedup is de�ned as the ratio between the time
it takes for a program to be run in serial on one worker and the time it takes
to run in parallel on multiple workers, showing how much faster the program
is run on the parallel system.

S(p) =
t1
tp

(1)

Parallel e�ciency, E(p), is another metric used to describe how well the
workers are being used.

E(p) =
S(p)

p
=

t1
p · tp

(2)

Where t1 is the time for serial execution and tp is the time for p work units.
Scalability for a parallel algorithm is how e�ectively it can use an increased
number of workers for solving �xed size or larger problems.
Scale up, refers to increasing the number of utilized processors on a machine
for solving the problem.
Scale out, refers to increasing the number of machines used for solving the
problem.
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3 Test problems and implementation

3.1 Test problems

The �nite element method, known as FEM, is a numerical method used
to approximate the solutions of partial di�erential equations, PDEs, that
describe a wide variety of physical phenomena and many diverse subject
areas such as �uid dynamics, electromagnetism, material science, �nancial
modelling, etc. Some advantages with FEM is that it can be used to solve
coupled systems or multiphysics problems with complex geometries, loadings
and material properties.

In FEM the whole domain is divided into several sub-domains, elements,
which are de�ned by a set of machines on the boundaries, resulting in a
discrete system of equations. Depending on what type of physics problem
being solved the number of unknows at each machine di�ers and for solving
coupled physics within a model there might be machines along element edges
as well as in the element interior. Because FEM is a local discretization
method the resulting discrete system of equations consist of sparse matrices.
The degrees of freedom is the number of unknowns for the resulting discrete
system of equations. The solution time and memory requirements for solving
the system of equations depend on the degrees of freedom, matrix size, but
also on the sparsity of the matrix and what type of solver is being used.

3.1.1 Laplace's equation

For testing the virtualization performance degradation, a modi�cation of the
Deal.II tutorial that solves Laplace's equation in parallel is used. The tuto-
rial was chosen because of the convenience of using an already parallelized
open source code, with separated components of the numerical solution using
FEM. The code is modi�ed so that the right side is made continuous and the
tests are run without adaptive re�nement because adaptive re�nement and
discontinuous right side might result in a bad load balance between workers.
The di�erent components that are measured in this program are setup, as-
sembly, solve and output.

Setup: - The DoFHandler object distributes degrees of freedom on local
cells of processors, followed by exchange an exchange step where processors
communicate the "ghost" cells (cells adjacent to its own).

Assembly: - Assembles the linear system. Loops over the locally owned
cells and copies the local contributions into the global matrix (including
distributing constraints and boundary values).

Solve: - Solved with the Algebraic Multigrid method (AMG) interfaced
through the external library PETSc.

Output: - Output the solution from the processors to separate �les.
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3.1.2 Noise vibration analysis of transformers using FEM

For ABB Corporate Research a power transformer means a component ca-
pable of transforming several hundred MVA (essentially voltage times cur-
rent) of electric power and for which the high voltage (HV) level can exceed
1000kV.

The average power transformer is three-phase and it transforms at a
few hundred kilo volts. The average size required for the actual physical
unit for hosting this amount of power and ensuring insulation distances is
typically a 5x3x4m thin walled steel container, the tank, �lled with mineral
oil and containing the actual so called active part � the transformer core
with windings.

Designing a transformer means �nding the most cost e�cient compromise
among all con�icting design and customer performance requirements, for
example, insulation distances, cooling, short-circuit withstandability, and
energy losses.

Noise is often such a con�icting requirement in that making a transformer
unit truly silent might impede other requirements. Some noise mitigation
measures are also very costly. There are two main noise sources in a power
transformer, however with the same underlying electromagnetic excitation
mechanism. The voltage applied to a winding gives rise to currents in the
windings, which in turn create a magnetic �eld in the transformer core.

The interaction between winding currents and the surrounding magnetic
�eld gives the well-known Lorentz forces, which act on the winding structure
(essentially a copper coil of hundreds of turns) and which may dynamically
excite the winding with a strong resonance ampli�cation.

The magnetic �eld in the core interacts with magnetic domains in such a
way that the so-called magnetostriction mechanism is triggered, that is, the
thin steel sheets experience a time dependent change of dimensions. This
change translates into a global vibration of the core, which in turns excites
the oil and the tank structure, leading to an acoustic pressure in air and a
subsequent unwanted radiation of acoustic power � noise. These two noise
generating mechanisms are schematically illustrated in Figure 3

The FEMmodel is directed towards the winding noise mechanisms. Here,
there are many unknowns in terms of the basic generation and the subsequent
structural-acoustic transmission paths from the winding components to the
tank.

The main FEM model, Figure 4, is a generic model with greatly simpli-
�ed geometry components, but it contains the complete chain from winding
structure excitation to the evaluation of actual noise levels, here the inte-
grated quantity of acoustic power, as determined at an arti�cial boundary
in the vicinity of the tank, or a few meters away from it.

It can here be argued that modelling the true geometry with convergence
control requires very large models, and at the same time for the understand-
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Figure 3: Picture of Noise/vibration sources in transformers, taken from
slide 8 in [6].

Figure 4: Image snapshot of the power transformer model in COMSOL
Multiphysics.
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ing of mechanisms these models have to be executed repeatedly in sensitivity
and propagation of error analyses. Analyses are mainly in the frequency do-
main, but time domain may also be of interest for a proper representation
of materials properties, boundary conditions, and loading conditions.

Applying model reduction techniques also calls for extensive parametric
studies, as do any kind of mathematical optimization approach or Design
of Experiments work. In summary, models for a detailed analysis of power
transformer winding noise require HPC with strong support for parallel ex-
ecution.

3.2 Software implementation

3.2.1 Deal.II & PETSc

Deal.II is an open source FEM library used for solving PDEs. The FEM
simulations in Deal.II consists of separated work�ow components, such as
Triangulation (mesh with all associated data), DoFHandler (manages
degrees of freedowm, global numbering, etc), Linear algebra (matrices,
vectors, solvers, preconditioners) and Post processing (error estimation,
solution transfer, output, etc.), which gives good control of the di�erent
components and it can be used to develop a large variety of applications. As
Wolfgang Bangerth mentions in his Deal.II lecture videos [7], the philoso-
phy for the parallel approach for Deal.II is that all processors only works on
its local data (possibly some ghost data), uses external libraries (Trilinos[8],
PETSc[9]) for linear algebra and tries to carefully communicate necessary
data early on to further avoid communication. See [10] for Deal.II's docu-
mentation on "Parallel computing with multiple processors using distributed
memory".

For solving linear systems of equations on parallel computers, thePETSc
and Trilinos software libraries are used because of their robustness for scien-
ti�c and engineering applications on parallel computers, using MPI6. These
libraries are broadly used and publicly available, often used in large scale
scienti�c computing.

3.2.2 Tests for bare-metal and virtualization comparisons

The Laplace equation tests that will be run on the same type of virtual and
bare-metal resources are:

Scale up - This is to see how using virtual machines a�ects performance
when increasing the amount of utilized processors.

Inter/intra machine communication - Inter communication is com-
munication between processors on di�erent machines and intra communica-
tion is communication between processors on the same machine. To see how

6http://www.mcs.anl.gov/research/projects/mpi/
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using virtual machines a�ects performance when communicating between
processors on the same machine versus processors on other machines. The
preferred test would have been to test the inter/intra communication with 8
machines but since I'll only have access to 4 machines this is tested for:

Total 4 CPU/vCPU: - 4 processors/machine x 1 machine (only intra
communication), 2 processors/machine x 2 machines, 1 processors/machine
x 4 machines (only inter communication)

Total 8 CPU/vCPU: - 8 processors/machine x 1 machine, 4 proces-
sors/machine x 2 machines and 2 processors/machine x 4 machines.
This will show if maximizing the number of processors/machine might lead
to an increase in cache misses and how inter and intra communication a�ects
the time.

Scale out 4 machines - This is to see how using virtual machines a�ects
performance when using up to 4 machines.

3.2.3 COMSOL Multiphysics

COMSOLMultiphysics is a multiphysics simulation software which is �exible
and capable of modelling coupled multiphysics problems up to 3D with many
di�erent types of studies, such as stationary, time-dependent, frequency do-
main, eigenfrequency, etc. The work�ow of setting up and analysing a FEM
simulation in COMSOL consists of choosing physics, setting up geometry,
material properties, domain settings (boundary, initial conditions), mesh,
choosing solver and post-processing the results. The distributed memory
solver that COMSOL uses is MUMPS[11] which also supports cluster com-
puting, allowing for more memory usage. See [1] for more information about
COMSOL Multiphysics.

MUMPS (MUltifrontal Massively Parallel Solver) is a package for solv-
ing large sparse systems of linear equations on distributed memory parallel
computers. It uses a direct method based on a multifrontal approach which
performs Gaussian factorization. MUMPS is written in Fortran 90 and the
parallel version of MUMPS requires MPI for communication and makes use
of the external libraries BLAS7, BLACS8, and ScaLAPACK9.

3.2.4 Tests for COMSOL Multiphysics on Amazon Elastic Com-
pute Cloud

For testing COMSOL Multiphysics power transformer model on the Amazon
EC2 both the Memory Optimized (R), best price/GB of RAM, and Compute
Optimized (C), best price/computational performance, machines are used.
Tests will be run on �xed problem sizes and when varying the size, degrees

7http://www.netlib.org/blas/
8http://www.netlib.org/blacs/
9http://www.netlib.org/scalapack/
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of freedom, to see how well the memory requirement and time scales using
MUMPS as a solver for distributed memory parallelism.

Scale up with �xed problem size - This is to see how the runtime
changes when increasing the amount of utilized processors per machine for a
�xed problem size, both the compute optimized and the memory optimized
machines.

Scale out 16 machines - This is to see how the runtime and memory
usage changes when running a �xed size problem with up to 16 machines,
both the compute optimized and the memory optimized machines.

Increase problem size: - This test will show how the execution time
and memory usage depends on the degrees of freedom for the model, using
16 memory optimized machines with a total of 256 processors.

16



Figure 5: Screen shot of several virtual machines launched on the same
physical machine, where sm7 is the physical machine being surveilled and
joel-3 is the virtual machine used for the tests.

4 Results

The simulation with the fastest execution time from 4 runs is taken for each
value when calculating the results. This is because the simulations with the
fastest execution time are a�ected the least from outer overhead, such as
high network tra�c, which means that the simulations are done under as
similar conditions as possible.

4.1 Description of the cloud environments

4.1.1 SNIC Science Cloud (SSC)

SNIC Science Cloud, SCC, is an UPPMAX resource for proiding Infrastructure-
as-a-Service (IaaS). SCC uses OpenStack cloud suite and Ceph storage com-
ponents for system orchestration. SSC is currently not a production grade
system and the virtualization layer is based on a non-optimized version of
KVM hypervisor with resource overcommit. An example of this can be seen
in Figure 5, where several virtual machines are running on the the same
physical machine. If all of the virtual machines would do intensive work at
the same time the performance would su�er from resource sharing. This is
what is referred to as a shared virtual environment. Dedicated vir-
tual environment is when there is only one virtual machine is running on
the physical machine. The dedicated virtual environment results are done
surveilling the physical machines, making sure no other virtual machines are
launched on the same machine, as seen in Figure 6. Bare-metal environ-
ment refers to a machines without a virtualization layer.

17



Figure 6: Screen shot of the virtual machine launched on a physical machine,
where sm12 is the physical machine being surveilled and joel-1 is the only
virtual machine running on sm12.

4.1.2 Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2)

Amazon Web Services (AWS) is a collection of cloud products and cloud
solutions o�ered by Amazon.com. The data-centers are based in 11 di�erent
geographical regions around the word. The most prominent and well-known
products are the Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and Amazon Simple Storage
Service (S3). EC2 is an on-demand virtual machine service, from which is
it possible to get virtual machine access to several thousand CPU cores in
around one minute. AWS supports advanced networking con�gurations and
allows cheap inter-connectivity between its di�erent services, e.g. between
an EC2 virtual machine and an S3 storage machine.

In this thesis, the Amazon EC2 service is used. There are several pur-
pose provisioned categories which themselves contain tiers of machines. The
categories are General Purpose (T), Compute Optimized (C), Memory Op-
timized (R), GPU Optimized (G), Storage Optimized (I), and Dense-storage
Optimized (D). The C (Compute Optimized) category is by Amazon.com
recommended for, among other things, high performance science and engi-
neering applications[12].

The Amazon EC2 Memory Optimized (R) and Compute Optimized (C)
machines use hyper-threading which means that for each physical core, the
operating system addresses two virtual or logical cores, and shares the work-
load between them when possible. The main function of hyper-threading is
to increase the number of independent instructions in the pipeline. A virtual
or logical core in an AWS machine therefore only represents half a physical
core which can result in performance variability as processes are switched
between threads. E�ectively, this means each vCPU can only be relied upon
for half of the cycles of the physical core. COMSOL Multiphysics automati-
cally detects how many physical cores there are for the machines and sets it
as an upper limit for number of processors. The Amazon c4.4xlarge machine
have 16 vCPU but only 8 physical CPU. The CPU hardware information of

18



an Amazon EC2 c4.4xlarge machine can be seen in Appendix A.

4.2 Bare-metal, dedicated virtual and shared virtual envi-
ronments on SNIC Science Cloud with Deal.II

The degrees of freedom of the Laplace problem is 16785409 and the
number of active cells 4194304. The ideal line for the time it takes to run
the tests is calculated as t(s) = t1

N , where N is the number of processors and
t1 is the shortest time to run the tests with 8 processors on 1 bare-metal
machine. The speedup for the scaling out measurements are calculated as
t1
tN

where tN is the time to run the tests with N processors.

4.2.1 Scale up on one machine
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Figure 7: Total time and speedup when scaling up one machine, where p is
the number of processors utilized.
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Figure 8: Time for solution components when scaling up one machine, where
p is the number of processors utilized.
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Figure 9: Speedup for solution components when scaling up one machine,
where p is the number of processors utilized.

4.2.2 Inter versus intra communication

As can be seen in Figure 10 - 13, a faster execution time is achieved when
using less processors per machine and more machines compared to many
processors per machine on few machines for a low number of total amount of
processors. This can be due to that more processors per machine may result
in an increase of cache misses and that in turn may lead to more overhead in
the shared memory parallelization (intra communication) compared to the
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distributed memory parallelization (inter communication).
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Figure 10: Comparison for total time, inter versus intra communication,
where p x n means processors per machine multiplied with number of ma-
chines (Total of 4 processors).
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Figure 11: Comparison for time of the solution components, inter versus
intra communication, where p x n = processors per machine multiplied with
number of machines (Total of 4 processors).
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Figure 12: Comparison for total time, inter versus intra communication,
where p x n = processors per machine multiplied with number of machines
(Total of 8 processors).
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Figure 13: Comparison for time of the solution components, inter versus
intra communication, where p x n = processors per machine multiplied with
number of machines (Total of 8 processors).

4.2.3 Scaling out

As can be seen in Figure 17, the parallel e�ciency drops the most scaling up
on the machines, 1 − 8 processors. The parallel e�ciency curves show that
most of the performance degradation for the dedicated and shared virtual
environments occurs during the scale up phase, and that the curves after
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scaling up to 8 processors on one machine follow the same trend as for
bare-metal machines when scaling out up to 4 machines with a total of 32
processors. The largest contribution to the performance degradation for the
virtual machines comes from the solving part of the problem, because solve
is time consuming, as can be seen in Figure 15, and has large performance
degradations, up to ∼ 40% for dedicated virtual and up to ∼ 60% for the
shared virtual environment, as can be seen in Figure 19.
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Figure 14: Total time and speedup when scaling out with 4 machines.
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Figure 15: Time for solution components when scaling out with 4 machines.
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Figure 16: Speedup for solution components when scaling out with 4 ma-
chines.
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Figure 17: Parallel e�ciency when scaling out with 4 machines.
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Figure 18: Total performance degradation (%) for shared or dedicated virtual
machines, compared to bare-metal when scaling out with 4 machines.
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Figure 19: Performance degradation (%) for solution components, shared or
dedicated virtual machines compared to bare-metal when scaling out with 4
machines.
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Figure 20: Performance degradation per processors (%) for solution compo-
nents, shared or dedicated virtual machines compared to bare-metal when
scaling out with 4 machines.

Table 1: Performance degradation when scaling out 4 nodes.

Number of processors 1 8 16 24 32
Dedicated 5% 13% 13% 21% 15%
Shared 5% 36% 34% 42% 36%

4.3 COMSOLMultiphysics on Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud

For the tests with COMSOL Multiphysics on Amazon EC2, c4.4xlarge and
r3.8xlarge machines are used. The c4.4xlarge is a compute optimized ma-
chine with 8 physical CPUs and 20GB of RAM. The r3.8xlarge is a memory
optimized instance with 16 physical CPUs, 122 GB RAM. When running
COMSOL Multiphysics on the Amazon EC2 machines, COMSOL automat-
ically detects the number of physical processors and sets this as the upper
limit for the amount of processors the work can be divided on. Trying to run
on more processors than this results in a warning message, Warning: The
number of allocated threads (32) exceeds the number of available physical
cores (16).

The minimum processors used for scaling out in Figure 23 - 27 are 8
processors on 1 machine for c4.8xlarge and 16 processors on 1 machine for
r3.8xlarge. The ideal line for the time it takes to run the tests is calculated
as t(s) = t8

N for c4.8xlarge, where N is the number of processors and t8 is the
shortest time to run the tests with 8 processors on 1 c4.4xlarge machine. For
the speedup the ideal line is calculated as N

8 . The speedup for the scaling
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out measurements are calculated as t8
tN

where tN is the time to run the tests
with N processors.

4.3.1 Scaling up one machine

As can be seen in Figure 21 - 22 the speedup decreases after scaling up to
more than 6 processors per machine solving 532474 degrees of freedom with
the c4.4xlarge, and stay about the same when scaling up to more than 8
processors per machine solving 505034 degrees of freedom with the r3.8xlarge.
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Figure 21: Total time scaling up c4.4xlarge with 532474 degrees of freedom,
p is the number of processors.
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Figure 22: Total time scaling up r3.8xlarge machine with 505034 degrees of
freedom, p is the number of processors.

4.3.2 Scaling out with c4.4xlarge.

The minimum processors used for the scaling out with c4.4xlarge machines is
8 processors on 1 machine and therefore the ideal line for the time it takes to
run the tests is calculated as t(s) = t8

p , where p is the number of processors
and t8 is the shortest time to run the tests with 8 processors on 1 c4.4xlarge
machine. For the speedup the ideal line is calculated as p

8 . The speedup for
the scaling out measurements are calculated as t8

tp
where tp is the time to

run the tests with p processors.
As can be seen in Figure 23, the di�erence in speedup is high using dis-

tributed frequency sweeps compared to doing the frequency sweeps sequen-
tially, almost 50% higher when scaling out on 4 machines (2.67 compared to
1.82). The same can be seen in Figure 24 where the speedup for distributing
frequency sweeps, using 16 machines, results in a higher speedup than in
Figure 25 where one frequency is swept using 16 machines.
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Figure 23: Di�erence when running distributed frequency sweeps, one ma-
chine per frequency (n machines, distributed), sweeping the frequencies se-
quentially, all machines work together on each frequency (n machines) or
with one machine without distributing the frequencies, where n is the num-
ber of frequencies and machines (except for using one machine). Speedup
calculated as 1 for the time to solve the problem with one machine, not dis-
tributing frequency sweeps. The size for each frequency is 532474 degrees of
freedom.
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Figure 24: Total time and speedup scaling out and solving 16 frequen-
cies with distributed frequency sweeps, where the size for each frequency
is 532474 degrees of freedom, p is the number of processors.
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Figure 25: Total time and speedup scaling out and solving 1 frequency with
532474 degrees of freedom, p is the number of processors.

4.3.3 Scaling out with r3.8xlarge.

The minimum processors used for the scaling out with r3.8xlarge machines
is 16 processors on 1 machine and therefore the ideal line for the time it
takes to run the tests is calculated as t(s) = t16

p , where N is the number of
processors and t16 is the shortest time to run the tests with 16 processors
on 1 r3.8xlarge machine. For the speedup the ideal line is calculated as p

16 .
The speedup for the scaling out measurements are calculated as t16

tp
where

tp is the time to run the tests with p processors.
Physical memory usage is the amount of RAM required per machine to

solve the problem.
The problem size in Figure 26 - 27, scaling out with r3.8xlarge machines,

is 532389 degrees of freedom. Tests are done with two other problem sizes
and the speedup for 920450 and 1593821 degrees of freedom are shown in
Table 2 together with the speedup for 532389 degrees of freedom.
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Figure 26: Total time and speedup scaling out and solving 1 frequency with
532389 degrees of freedom, p is the number of processors.)
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Figure 27: Memory usage scaling out and solving 1 frequency with 532389
degrees of freedom, p is the number of processors.

Table 2: Speedup when scaling out di�erent problem sizes with r3.8xlarge.

Number of processors 16 32 48 64 128 256
532 389 DOF 1.00 1.19 1.26 1.36 1.57 1.70
920 450 DOF 1.00 1.26 1.47 1.63 2.02 2.32
1 593 821 DOF 1.00 1.39 1.67 1.90 2.79 3.24
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4.3.4 Size up with r3.8xlarge.

In this section an increasing problem size, up to 8365841 degrees of freedom,
is solved with 16 r3.8xlarge machines, 16 processors used on each, and ap-
proximations for how the time and memory usage changes with the degrees
of freedom can be seen in Figure 28 - 29.
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Figure 28: Approximation of total time when increasing problem size using
16 r3.8xlarge machines.
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Figure 29: Approximation of physical memory usage when increasing prob-
lem size using 16 r3.8xlarge machines.
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5 Conclusions

5.1 Bare-metal, dedicated virtual and shared virtual envi-
ronments on SNIC Science Cloud

The results from this thesis show that cloud is a good solution for providing
easily accessible, scalable and a�ordable HPC resources. The results show
that the performance degradation might di�er depending on what type of
virtualization environment you are using, where a performance degradation
of 34 − 42% for the shared virtual environment and 13 − 21% for the dedi-
cated virtual environment, when scaling out 1 − 4 machines with 8 utilized
processors on every machine are observed. The largest part of the perfor-
mance degradation occurs during the scale up phase, increasing the amount
of utilized processors per machine.

Virtualization inherently hurts performance due to the added layer be-
tween the operating system and the physical hardware. The �ndings in this
thesis show how the performance is degraded between 13− 42% (see Section
4.2.3), and some other papers[13] report up to 37% performance degradation.
However newer hardware are adding better support for virtualization. Ama-
zon EC2 o�ers something called Enhanced Networking[14] which utilizes new
hardware support for minimizing network latencies.

Han et al. [15] compared how virtualization a�ects the communication
for shared memory applications vs. MPI applications when scaling up on
one machine. They found that "due to the lack of support for non-uniform
memory access (NUMA) in the Xen hypervisor, shared memory applications
su�er from a signi�cant performance degradation by virtualization." and
that "using multiple VMs on a physical system for the same instance of
MPI applications may adversely a�ect the overall performance", which is
supported by the �ndings in this thesis. See Section 4.2.3, and especially the
�gures Figure 17 where the parallel e�ciency drops when scaling up on one
machine for the bare-metal, dedicated virtual and shared virtual environment
comparisons.

5.2 COMSOLMultiphysics on Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud

Running COMSOL Multiphysics on Amazon EC2 proved to be a success.
Starting up a cluster with up to 16 virtual machines only takes a couple
of minutes and connecting to the cluster is quite straight-forward follow-
ing COMSOL's manual for setting up Amazon EC2 cluster[16]. The results
from testing COMSOL Multiphysics on Amazon EC2 show the importance
of using correct con�gurations for the parallel programs. This is evident by
comparing the performance scaling between using the distribute parametric
sweeps functionality or not, as seen in Figure 23, where 4 frequencies with
532474 degrees of freedom is swept, with and without the distribute para-
metric sweeps option. By distributing the frequenices almost 50% higher
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speedup is achieved for this problem size. Since COMSOL Multiphysics par-
allel approach is a black-box for the user it is be hard to predict what the
best type of cluster con�gurations are, and also how much a new model will
require when it comes to time and memory usage.

In Section 4.3.1 the speedup stops increasing after utilizing more than
50% of the available processors on a machine solving a power transformer
model in COMSOLMultiphysics. However, even though the speedup cure for
scaling up a c4.4xlarge machine, solving 532474 degrees of freedom, decreases
after utilizing more than 6 processors, as seen in Figure 7, more speedup is
achieved when scaling out for the same problem size, up to 4 machines with
8 processors utilized on each, as can be seen in Figure 14. This shows that
maximizing the amount of utilized processors per machine when scaling out
on more machines might not be the best way to run these type of simulations,
and that it might be bene�cial to use other settings (perhaps using only 6
processors per machine instead of 8 when scaling out).

Due to the nature of how Amazon EC2 virtualization works, there will
be heterogeneous performance. There are some fundamental reasons for this:
the same machine type can be started using di�erent physical CPUs, and
CPU sharing is inherent in the virtualization concept, although the proba-
bility of sharing when using the more expensive machines are signi�cantly
lower. See Figure 1 for an illustration of the CPU sharing e�ects, where a
jump in the line represent the time which for which the CPU has been as-
signed to another virtual machine. So it is important for the administrator
to realize that adding more vCPUs will not automatically improve perfor-
mance. This is because as the number of vCPUs goes up, it becomes more
di�cult for the scheduler to coordinate time slots on the physical CPUs, and
the wait time can degrade performance.

Large RTTs10 in the AWS EC2 network were also noted. This has not
been measured in this thesis, although another paper[17] has measured it
where a ping latency between two EC2 machines in the same region could
be as high as 60 ms. There might also be a dependence on the time of day
and the weekday for the performance. This was not taken into consideration
in this thesis, so all tests run-times are scattered over the weekdays and time
of day.

5.3 Future research

There are a couple of areas which should be investigated more. More COM-
SOL Multiphysics tests should be run for non-�xed size problems, increasing
the problem size so that the work load per machine is the same when adding
more resources. In COMSOL Multiphysics it is also possible to use an out
of core options, which means that other memories than the RAM is used

10Round Trip Time, refers to network latencies.
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when the RAM requirements are too high for the machines, which can be
used for solving big problems on few machines. It would be interesting to see
what the performance degradation is using this option and if it is possible to
use this option with the Amazon EC2 machines. For some companies with
smaller clusters the out of core option might be to prefer rather than using
the cloud to solve very big problems if it proves to be functional.

Some other tests for understanding virtualization overhead would be to
do performance comparisons between bare-metal and virtual machines with
the help of application pro�le software and HPC benchmarks. The appli-
cation pro�le software might give a better idea of where the programs have
their biggest waiting time and see how it di�ers between bare-metal and vir-
tual machines. This will give a better understanding of where extra overhead
occurs using virtual machines.
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A CPU hardware information for an Amazon EC2

c4.4xlarge instance

processor : 0

vendor_id : GenuineIntel

cpu family : 6

model : 63

model name : Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2666 v3 @ 2.90GHz

stepping : 2

microcode : 0x25

cpu MHz : 2900.034

cache size : 25600 KB

physical id : 0

siblings : 16

core id : 0

cpu cores : 8

apicid : 0

initial apicid : 0

fpu : yes

fpu_exception : yes

cpuid level : 13

wp : yes

flags : fpu vme de pse tsc msr pae mce cx8 apic sep mtrr pge mca cmov pat pse36 clflush mmx fxsr sse sse2 ht syscall nx rdtscp lm constant_tsc rep_good nopl xtopology eagerfpu pni pclmulqdq ssse3 fma cx16 pcid sse4_1 sse4_2 x2apic movbe popcnt tsc_deadline_timer aes xsave avx f16c rdrand hypervisor lahf_lm abm xsaveopt fsgsbase bmi1 avx2 smep bmi2 erms invpcid

bogomips : 5800.06

clflush size : 64

cache_alignment : 64

address sizes : 46 bits physical, 48 bits virtual

power management:

processor : 1

vendor_id : GenuineIntel

cpu family : 6

model : 63

model name : Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2666 v3 @ 2.90GHz

stepping : 2

microcode : 0x25

cpu MHz : 2900.034

cache size : 25600 KB

physical id : 0

siblings : 16

core id : 1

cpu cores : 8

apicid : 2
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initial apicid : 2

fpu : yes

fpu_exception : yes

cpuid level : 13

wp : yes

flags : fpu vme de pse tsc msr pae mce cx8 apic sep mtrr pge mca cmov pat pse36 clflush mmx fxsr sse sse2 ht syscall nx rdtscp lm constant_tsc rep_good nopl xtopology eagerfpu pni pclmulqdq ssse3 fma cx16 pcid sse4_1 sse4_2 x2apic movbe popcnt tsc_deadline_timer aes xsave avx f16c rdrand hypervisor lahf_lm abm xsaveopt fsgsbase bmi1 avx2 smep bmi2 erms invpcid

bogomips : 5800.06

clflush size : 64

cache_alignment : 64

address sizes : 46 bits physical, 48 bits virtual

power management:

... (And so on)

...

...

processor : 15

vendor_id : GenuineIntel

cpu family : 6

model : 63

model name : Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2666 v3 @ 2.90GHz

stepping : 2

microcode : 0x25

cpu MHz : 2900.034

cache size : 25600 KB

physical id : 0

siblings : 16

core id : 7

cpu cores : 8

apicid : 15

initial apicid : 15

fpu : yes

fpu_exception : yes

cpuid level : 13

wp : yes

flags : fpu vme de pse tsc msr pae mce cx8 apic sep mtrr pge mca cmov pat pse36 clflush mmx fxsr sse sse2 ht syscall nx rdtscp lm constant_tsc rep_good nopl xtopology eagerfpu pni pclmulqdq ssse3 fma cx16 pcid sse4_1 sse4_2 x2apic movbe popcnt tsc_deadline_timer aes xsave avx f16c rdrand hypervisor lahf_lm abm xsaveopt fsgsbase bmi1 avx2 smep bmi2 erms invpcid

bogomips : 5800.06

clflush size : 64

cache_alignment : 64

address sizes : 46 bits physical, 48 bits virtual

power management:
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B MATLAB code used for parsing output

B.1 Deal.II output

folder = 'results';

regexTotTime = 'Total wallclock time elapsed since start\s*\S\s*(\S*)s';

regexAssTime = 'assembly\s*\S\s*\d*\s*\S\s*(\S*)s';

regexOutTime = 'output\s*\S\s*\d*\s*\S\s*(\S*)s';

regexSetTime = 'setup\s*\S\s*\d*\s*\S\s*(\S*)s';

regexSolTime = 'solve\s*\S\s*\d*\s*\S\s*(\S*)s';

regexDegFree = 'Number of degrees of freedom:\s*(\d*)';

files = dir(folder);

files = files(3:end);

times = nan(1,numel(files));

clear results2;

skipped = 0;

results = zeros(numel(files),5);

resDeg = zeros(numel(files),1);

for fileInd = 1:numel(files)

if( strcmp(files(fileInd).name, '.DS_Store') == 1)

continue

end

currentFile = files(fileInd).name;

fid = fopen([folder '/' currentFile]);

filecontent = textscan(fid,'%s','Delimiter','\n');

matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexTotTime,'match');

c = char(matchStr{end-18}); %This is to select the row in the output file that contains the string.

str = mat2str(c);

pat = regexTotTime;

t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

results(fileInd-skipped,1)=str2double(t{1});

matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexAssTime,'match');

c = char(matchStr{end-14});

str = mat2str(c);

pat = regexAssTime;

t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

results(fileInd-skipped,2)=str2double(t{1});

matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexOutTime,'match');

c = char(matchStr{end-13});

str = mat2str(c);
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pat = regexOutTime;

t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

results(fileInd-skipped,3)=str2double(t{1});

matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexSetTime,'match');

c = char(matchStr{end-12});

str = mat2str(c);

pat = regexSetTime;

t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

results(fileInd-skipped,4)=str2double(t{1});

matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexSolTime,'match');

c = char(matchStr{end-11});

str = mat2str(c);

pat = regexSolTime;

t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

results(fileInd-skipped,5)=str2double(t{1});

matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexDegFree,'match');

c = char(matchStr{2});

str = mat2str(c);

pat = regexDegFree;

t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

resDeg(fileInd-skipped,1)=str2double(t{1});

fclose(fid);

end

fclose all;

results;

[y index] = min(results(:,1));

minTime = results(index,:);

resMat = zeros(length(results(:,1))/4,5);

resDOF = zeros(length(results(:,1))/4,1);

resMat2 = zeros(length(results(:,1))/4,5);

resDOF2 = zeros(length(results(:,1))/4,1);

for i = 1:length(results(:,1))/4

[y index] = min(results(i*4-3:i*4,1));

resMat2(i,:) = results(i*4-4+index,:);

resDOF2(i,:) = resDeg(i*4-4+index,:);

end

% [y index] = sort(resDOF2(:,1),1,'descend');
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% for i = 1:length(index)

% resMat(i,:) = resMat2(index(i),:);

% resDOF(i,:) = resDOF2(index(i),:);

% end

[y index] = sort(resMat2(:,1),1,'descend');

for i = 1:length(index)

resMat(i,:) = resMat2(index(i),:);

resDOF(i,:) = resDOF2(index(i),:);

end

%

% resMat = zeros(length(results(:,1))/4,5);

% for i = 1:length(results(:,1))/4

% [y index] = min(results(i*4-3:i*4,1));

% resMat(i,:) = results(i*4-4+index,:);

% end

sprintf('Degrees of freedom: %d\ntotal time: %0.5gs\nassembly: %0.5gs\noutput: %0.5gs\nsetup: %0.5gs\nsolve: %0.5gs' ...

, DegFree, minTime(1), minTime(2), minTime(3), minTime(4), minTime(5))

B.2 COMSOL Multiphysics output (the transformer model)

folder = 'res';

regexTotalTime = 'Total time:\s*(\S*)\s*s';

regexSolutionTime = 'Stationary Solver 1 in Solver 1: Solution time:\s*(\S*)\s*s';

regexOpenTime = 'Open time:\s*(\S*)\s*s';

regexRunTime = 'Run time:\s*(\S*)\s*s';

regexSaveTime = 'Save time:\s*(\S*)\s*s';

regexVirtualMem = 'Virtual memory:\s*(\S*)\s*GB';

regexPhysicalMem = 'Physical memory:\s*(\S*)\s*GB';

regexNumDeg = 'Number of degrees of freedom solved for:\s*(\S*).';

files = dir(folder);

files = files(3:end);

times = nan(1,numel(files));

clear results;

skipped = 0;

results = zeros(numel(files),5);

DOF = zeros(numel(files),1);

probSize = zeros(numel(files),2);

for fileInd = 1:numel(files)

if( strcmp(files(fileInd).name, '.DS_Store') == 1)

continue

end
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currentFile = files(fileInd).name;

fid = fopen([folder '/' currentFile]);

filecontent = textscan(fid,'%s','Delimiter','\n');

matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexTotalTime,'match');

c = char(matchStr{end});

str = mat2str(c);

pat = 'Total time:\s*(\S*)\s*s';

t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

totalTime = str2double(t{1});

results(fileInd-skipped,1)=totalTime;

matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexSolutionTime,'match'); %Sequential

c = char(matchStr{end-6});

str = mat2str(c);

pat = 'Solution time:\s*(\S*)\s*s';

t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

solutionTime = str2double(t{1});

results(fileInd-skipped,2)=solutionTime;

% matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexSolutionTime,'match'); %Parallel

% c = char(matchStr{end-7});

% str = mat2str(c);

% pat = 'Solution time:\s*(\S*)\s*s';

% t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

% solutionTime = str2double(t{1});

% results(fileInd-skipped,2)=solutionTime;

matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexRunTime,'match');

c = char(matchStr{end-3});

str = mat2str(c);

pat = 'Run time:\s*(\S*)\s*s';

t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

runTime = str2double(t{1});

results(fileInd-skipped,3)=runTime;

matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexOpenTime,'match');

c = char(matchStr{7});

str = mat2str(c);

pat = 'Open time:\s*(\S*)\s*s';

t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

openTime = str2double(t{1});

results(fileInd-skipped,4)=openTime;
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matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexSaveTime,'match');

c = char(matchStr{end-1});

str = mat2str(c);

pat = 'Save time:\s*(\S*)\s*s';

t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

saveTime = str2double(t{1});

results(fileInd-skipped,5)=saveTime;

matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexVirtualMem,'match'); %Sequential

c = char(matchStr{end-4});

str = mat2str(c);

pat = 'Virtual memory:\s*(\S*)\s*GB';

t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

virtualMem = str2double(t{1});

probSize(fileInd-skipped,1)=virtualMem;

%

% matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexVirtualMem,'match'); &Parallel

% c = char(matchStr{end-5});

% str = mat2str(c);

% pat = 'Virtual memory:\s*(\S*)\s*GB';

% t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

% virtualMem = str2double(t{1});

% probSize(fileInd-skipped,1)=virtualMem;

%

matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexPhysicalMem,'match'); %Sequential

c = char(matchStr{end-5});

str = mat2str(c);

pat = 'Physical memory:\s*(\S*)\s*GB';

t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

physicalMem = str2double(t{1});

probSize(fileInd-skipped,2)=physicalMem;

% matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexPhysicalMem,'match'); %Parallel

% c = char(matchStr{end-6});

% str = mat2str(c);

% pat = 'Physical memory:\s*(\S*)\s*GB';

% t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

% physicalMem = str2double(t{1});

% probSize(fileInd-skipped,2)=physicalMem;

% matchStr = regexp(filecontent{1},regexNumDeg,'match');

% c = char(matchStr{19});

% str = mat2str(c);

% pat = 'Number of degrees of freedom solved for:\s*(\S*).';
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% t = regexp(str, pat, 'tokens');

% numDeg = str2double(t{1});

% DOF(fileInd-skipped,1) = numDeg;

fclose(fid);

end

results;

DOF;

[y index] = min(results);

nRun = 2;

resMat = zeros(length(results(:,1))/nRun,5);

resSize = zeros(length(results(:,1))/nRun,2);

resDOF = zeros(length(results(:,1))/nRun,1);

resMat2 = zeros(length(results(:,1))/nRun,5);

resSize2 = zeros(length(results(:,1))/nRun,2);

resDOF2 = zeros(length(results(:,1))/nRun,1);

for i = 1:length(results(:,1))/nRun

[y index] = min(results(i*nRun-(nRun-1):i*nRun,1));

resMat2(i,:) = results(i*nRun-nRun+index,:);

resSize2(i,:) = probSize(i*nRun-nRun+index,:);

resDOF2(i,:) = DOF(i*nRun-nRun+index,:);

end

% resMat = zeros(length(results(:,1))/4,5);

% resSize = zeros(length(results(:,1))/4,2);

% resDOF = zeros(length(results(:,1))/4,1);

% resMat2 = zeros(length(results(:,1))/4,5);

% resSize2 = zeros(length(results(:,1))/4,2);

% resDOF2 = zeros(length(results(:,1))/4,1);

%

% for i = 1:length(results(:,1))/4

% [y index] = min(results(i*4-3:i*4,1));

% resMat2(i,:) = results(i*4-4+index,:);

% resSize2(i,:) = probSize(i*4-4+index,:);

% resDOF2(i,:) = DOF(i*4-4+index,:);

% end

[y index] = sort(resSize2(:,1),1,'ascend');

for i = 1:length(index)

resMat(i,:) = resMat2(index(i),:);

resSize(i,:) = resSize2(index(i),:);

resDOF(i,:) = resDOF2(index(i),:);

end
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